June 2018 Agenda/video timeline

00:46 Intro
03:50 **Making Action Lists**
04.00 An Explanation of Action Lists
05.13 Building a Change (Correction/Edit) Action List
06.20 Building a Check (Preflight) Action List
07.35 Opening the Action List Panel
08.20 Default Action Lists
08.40 Adding Action Lists to a Preflight Profile
10.30 Difference between Checks and Changes in the Preflight Profile
   Changes happen first, checks second.
12.15 Making a Change Action List
14.00 Filtering Actions
14.30 ‘Grabbing’ a Selection in an Action
15.30 ‘Visualizing’ the Action List
17.30 Duplicating and modifying an Action
   continues to build the Action List with Selects and Changes
21.50 Best Practice, Selecting both Fill and Stroke
24.00 Action List Visualizer, playing the Action List
25.00 Action List Visualizer. Speedometer
26.10 Making a Check Action List
30.00 Introducing the Operators, AND
31.30 Using ‘Log Selection’
34.00 Discussing the ‘AND’ Operator and the color indicators
37.15 Discussing the ‘OR’ Operator
38.08 Discussing the ‘NOT’ Operator
38.12 Showing ‘OR’ Operators in Action
43.40 Showing ‘NOT’ Operators in Action
49.30 Working with “AND” “OR’s” and ‘NOT’
50.00 Quick Overview of Action List Visualizer
40.40 Common Pitfalls – Best Practices
54.30 Recording Action Lists
56.00 Questions